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5G [52O]VLSI and System Architecture-the Devel- 
opment of System 
5th Generation Computer [87]_ained PROLOG-as a 
Preliminary Kemal Language for 
8 Queens Problem [216]Simulating Coroutining for the 
Abstract Model to Efficient Compilation of Patterns 
[166]From 
Abstract PROLOG Instruction Set [672]An 
Abstract PROLOG Machine-a Specification [383] 
Abstract PROLOG Machine and its Application to 
Partial Evaluation [336] on of an 
Abstract PROLOG Machine [334]An 
Abstraction in Logic Programming [198]Modularization 
and 
Abstraction in Logic Programming [199]Modularization 
and 
Abstraction in PROLOG/KR [439]Data 
Acceptability of FGCS [534]New Applications: User 
and Social 
Access to PROLOG Database Systems [529]Natural 
Language 
Access [261]The Four Obstacles to End User 
Acquisition in PROLOG [235]Knowledge 
Acquisition System [326]A Methodology for Imple- 
mentation of a Knowledge 
Acquisition System [327]A Methodology for Imple- 
mentation of a Knowledge 
Acquisition [491]0n the Use of Self-description for 
Knowledge 
Act 1 [304]_age Based Upon Unification Which Unifies 
(Much Of) LISP, PROLOG, and 
Act 1 [305]_age Based Upon Unification Which Unifies 
(Much Of) LISP, PROLOG, and 
Act 1 [307]_age Based Upon Unification Which Unifies 
(Much Of) LISP, PROLOG, and 
Action Systems [496]Logical 
Active Dictionary [602]An English-Japanese Machine 
Translation System Using the 
Active Information System: a Data-driven System for 
the Analysis of Impre_ [410] 
Activities in Knowledge Information Processing System 
[525]Fujitsu Research 
Activities in the Or-parallel Token Machine [89]Control 
of 
Activities in the Or-parallel Token Machine [90]Control 
of 
Activities, 1982 [279]Report of FGCS Project’s Research 
Actors in PROLOG [303]Intermission- 
Actors in PROLOG [306]Intermission- 
Actors in PROLOG [308]Intermission- 
Adaptable System for Interpreting Natural Language 
Queries [690]_fficient Easily 
Adapting Resolution for Logic Programming [H_nciple 
-an Alternative Method of 
Adding Redundancy to Obtain More Reliable and 
Readable PROLOG Programs [60] 
Advice: a Case Study in Computer Utilisation of 
Knowledge [643]Chess End-game 
Ahead for Caad [583]Prescriptive to Descriptive Pro- 
gramming a Way 
AI and Databases [503]A Panel on 
AI [575]Fifth Generation VLSI Design with 
Aid: Logic Bases of the System Sphinx [294]Medical 
Decision 
Aiming for Knowledge Information Processing Systems 
]I921 
AL3 [54]Knowledge-based Problem-solving in 
Algebra of Programs [19]_ from the Von Neumann 
Style? a Functional Style and its 
Algebra Queries [712]An Enhanced Inference Mech- 
anism for Generating Relational 
Algebra [71]Meta-level Inference in 
Algebraic Manipulation [72] lective Application of 
Multiple Rewrite Rule Setsyn 
Algebraic Semantics of PROLOG Programs [152]An 
Operational 
Algorithm = Logic + Control [349] 
Algorithm for Infinite Trees [427]A Unification 
Algorithm for Interpreting PROLOG Programs [641]An 
Algorithm for Interpreting PROLOG Programs [644]An 
Algorithm for Interpreting PROLOG Programs [645]An 
Algorithm That Infers Theories from Facts [551&r 
Algorithm [275]Logic Representation of a Concurrent 
Algorithm [377]An Efficient Unification 
Aleorithmic Control Structures for PROLOG 
-[156l”Logal”: 
Algorithmic Program Debugging [549] 
Algorithmic Program Debugging [550] 
MDFX 101 
Algorithmic Program Debugging [555] 
Algorithms and Proving Properties by Computing Terms 
[454]Computing 
Algorithms from a Specification in Logic [7OO]Deriving 
Different Unification 
Alnorithms in Concurrent PROLOG: the MAXFLOW 
-Experience [266]_lementing Parallel 
Aleorithms in Concurrent PROLOG: the MAXFLOW _~__ ~~ . ~~~~~ 
Experience [267]_lementing Parallel 
Algorithms, Architecture, and Technology [lo] 
All solutions I4801 
Alternation and the Computational Complexity of Logic 
Programs [548] 
Alternative Method of Adapting Resolution for Logic 
Programming [18]_nciple-an 
Alternative to PROLOG [512]LOGLISP: an 
Alternative to Structure Sharing in the Implementation 
of a PROLOG Interp [390] 
Alternative to Structure-sharing in the Implementation 
of a PROLOG Interp [394] 
Alternative to Structure-sharing in the Implementation 
of a PROLOG Interp_ [395] 
Amalgamating Language and Metalanguage in Logic 
Programming [50] 
Amalgamating Language and Metalanguage in Logic 
Programming [51] 
Amalgamating Language and Metalanguage in Logic 
Programming [52] 
Analysis (Scan) [698]Semantic Code 
Analysis-a Survey of the Formalism and a Comparison 
with Augmented Tran_ [463] 
Analysis in CAD 1155]A Knowledge-based Expert 
System for Automatic 
Analvsis of Denendencies to Imnrove the Behavior of 
Logic Programs [64] _ 
Analysis of Imprecise Data [4lO]_nformation System: a 
Data-driven System for the 
Analysis [145]A Logic-based Expert System for Model 
Building in Regression 
Analysis ]459]Logic for Natural Language 
Analysis ]615]Fif& Generation Computer Architecture 
Analvsis 16171Fifth Generation Comnuter Architecture 
Analysis i697jSemantic Code _ 
And Parallel PROLOG with Divided Assertion Set [433] 
And Parallelism in Logic Programs [131] 
And/or Process Model for Parallel Interpretation of 
Logic Programs [129]The 
And/or Trees [471]Backtracking Intelligently in 
Annotated Logic Programs [234]Towards the Com- 
pilation of 
Another Qlog [79] (Re) implementing PROLOG in LISP 
or YAQ-Yet 
Answers [139]A Short Cut to More Informative 
Answers 16661PROLOG/exl, an Inference Engine 
Which ‘Explains Both ‘Yes and No 
APES: a User Manual 12431 
APL, LISP, MODULA-2, -Smalltalk, PROLOG Com- 
puter Languages of the Future [12]_TH, 
Appendix to PROLOG: a Language for Implementing 
Expert Systems [245] 
Application of Hash to Data Base Machine and its 
Architecture [328] 
Application of Meta-language Programming to Fault 
Finding in Logic Circm_ [174] 
Application of Multiple Rewrite Rule Sets in Algebraic 
Manipulation [72]_lective 
Application of PROLOG in Designing Many-storied 
Dwelling Houses [373] 
Application of PROLOG in Symbolic Computing 
[36]_ing Contours of Integration: an 
Application of PROLOG to the Development of QA 
and DBM Systems [206]The 
Application to Partial Evaluation [336]_on of an Abstract 
PROLOG Machine and its 
Applictions: User and Social Acceptability of FGCS 
]534]New 
Applications in Hungary (521lPROLOG 
Applications in Hungary [522]PROLOG 
Applications in Hungary [588]PROLOG 
Applications in Hungary [589]PROLOG 
ADDliCatiOnS of Theorem Proving Based Machine 
_ intelligence in Qsar: Autom_ [146] 
Applications [492]Prograph as an Environment for 
PROLOG DB 
Applicative Communicating Processes in First Order 
Logic 1341 
Applied Logic-its Use and Implementation as a Pro- 
_ gramming Tool [673] _ 
Annlied to the PROLOG and Itself Which in Turn is 
* ‘Intended to be Given to [3OO] 
Applying an Inductionless Technique to Prove Properties 
of Restricted PROL_ [25] 
Approach to Self-descriptime Deductive Database 
[450]A Logic Programming 
Approach [lbO]Logic Programming: a Parallel 
Approach [499]Natural Language Semantics: a Logic 
Programming 
Architecture-Research and Development Plan for 
-Computer Architecture _ [620] 
Architecture- the Development of System 5G 
[52O]VLSI and System 
Architecture Analysis (615lFifth Generation Computer 
Architecture Analysis [617]Fifth Generation Computer 
Architecture and Hardware System [629]_nce Machine 
(SIM-P or PSI) Outline of its 
Architecture and Vision [157]Parallel 
Architecture in the Fifth Generation Computer Project 
[620]_ Plan for-Computer 
Architecture of Computer Vision [387]A Cognitive 
Architecture of Fifth Generation Computer Systems 
[6OO]_ase Machine as the Basic 
Architecture [236]Developments in Dataflow 
Architecture [328]Application of Hash to Data Base 
Machine and its 
Architecture [445]_al Inference Machine (Psi): its Design 
Philosophy and Machine 
Architecture [446]The Personal Sequential Machine 
(Psi): its Design and Machine 
Architecture [613]The New Generation of Computer 
Architecture [619]Functional Programming and Com- 
puter 
Architecture [624]Toward a New Generation Computer 
Architecture 181Fifth Generation Comnuter 
Architecture,‘and Technology [lO]Alg&ithms, 
Architectures for Inference Mechanisms [626]New 
Architectures [35]0n Compiling PROLOG Programs on 
Demand Driven 
Architectures [616]VLSI Processor 
102 INDEX 
Architecture for Knowledge Base Mechanisms [ll]New 
Arguments for Combining PROLOG with a Data Driven 
Mechanism [701]_G + Data Flow: 
Artifical Intelligence Commercial Products Begin to 
Emerge from Decades o 13701 
Artifical Intelligence Prac&al Svstems Use Natural 
Languages aid Store _ [175] ’ 
Artificial Intelligence and Computers [604] 
Artificial Intelligence and Japan’s Computer Challenge 
to the World [18l]_ration 
Artificial Intelligence LISP and PROLOG Machines are 
Proliferating [369] 
Artificial Intelligence Methods [209]A Discrete Simu- 
lation System Based on 
ASPLE Using Predicate Logic [419]A Formal Definition 
of 
Assembler [280]Customizable Microprogram 
Assertion and Query [SlO]The Logical Basis of Pro- 
gramming by 
Assertion Set [433]And Parallel PROLOG with Divided 
Assertions [413]Transporting Values via Relative 
Assess Security Risks in Data Processing Systems 
[81]Using PROLOG to 
Assimilation Method for Logic Databases [402]A 
Knowledge 
Assimilation Method for Logic Databases [403]A 
Knowledge 
Assistant [668]KBOl: a Knowledge Based Garden Store 
Associative Operations [609]Logic Programming Using 
Parallel 
ATN and PROLOG [605]Sova-an Integrated Ques- 
tion-answering System Based on 
Augmented Transition Networks [463]_urvey of the 
Formalism and a Comparison with 
Automated Deduction [38b]Intelligent Backtracking for 
Automatic Analvsis in CAD 11551A Knowledge-based 
Expert System for L _ 
Automatic Calculation of Molecular Properties and 
Automatic Interpretatiq [146] 
Automatic Generation of Mode Declaration for 
PROLOG Programs [392]The 
Automatic Generation of Mode Declaration for 
PROLOG Programs [393]The 
Automatic Generation of the Input-output Relation 
(566]_ogram Transformation and 
Automatic Interpretation of Quantitative Structure- 
activity Relationships [146]_ 
Automatic Synthesis of Expert Knowledge through 
Qualitative Modelling [426]_t in 
Average Size of Turner’s Translation to Combinator 
Programs [269] 
Avl-tree Insertion Re-visited [664] 
Avl-tree Insertion: a Benchmark Program Biased To- 
wards PROLOG [642] 
Axiomatic Data Base Theory [608]An 
Back-up Parallel Interpreter of PROLOG Program [204] 
Backtrack in Horn Clause Programming [356]Controlling 
Backtracking and Sidetracking in Horn Clause Pro- 
grams-Implementation [484] ent 
Backtracking and Sidetracking I’n Horn Clause Pro- 
grams-Implementation [487]_ent 
Backtracking and Sidetracking in Horn Clause Pro- 
grams-the Theory [488]_lligent 
Backtracking at Work [483]Selective 
Backtracking for an Interpreter of Horn Clause Logic 
Programs [66]Intelligent 
Backtracking for Automated Deduction [38O]Intelligent 
Backtracking for Logic Programs [485]Selective 
Backtracking for Logic Programs [486]Selective 
Backtracking in Plan-based Deduction [381]Intelligent 
Backtracking Intelligently in And/or Trees [471] 
Backtracking [481]Selective 
Backtracking [482]Selective 
Backtracking [62]Solving Combinatorial Search Prob- 
lems by Intelligent 
Backtracking [65]Solving Combinatorial Search Prob- 
lems by Intelligent 
Backtracking [67]Revision of Top-down Logical Rea- 
soning through Intelligent 
Backtracking [68]Revision of Top-down Logical Rea- 
soning through Intelligent 
Bagel: a Svstolic Concurrent PROLOG Machine 
-[540]Lecture Notes on 
Base de Dados Fact 14731Manual de Utilizacao Da 
Base Machine and it; Aichitecture [328]Application of 
Hash to Data 
Base Machine as the Basic Architecture of Fifth 
Generation Computer Syste_ [600] 
Base Machine [429]A Relational Database Machine: 
First Step to Knowledge 
Base Machine [430]A Relational Data Base Machine: 
First Step to Knowledge 
Base Machine: First Step to Knowledge Base Machine 
[430]A Relational Data 
Base Management and Expert System Development in 
PROLOG 14551 agement. Knowledge 
Base ManagementSystem [441]Toward; a Co-operative 
Data 
Base Management, Knowledge Base Management and 
Expert System Development 14551 
Base Mechanisms [IllNew Arch&ture for Knowledge 
Base Mechanisms [581lKnowledae 
Base Query Languages*[494]High Level Data 
Base Support System for PROLOG [88]A Data 
Base Svstem Based on Logic 13991An Exnerimental 
Relational Data - L . . 
Base Theory [608]An Axiomatic Data 
Base [20]An Inferential Fuzzy Logic Knowledge 
Base: Theory vs. Interpretation [442]Data 
Based Expert Systems [404]PROLOG 
Based Garden Store Assistant ]668]KBOl: a Knowledge 
Based Hardware Description &d-its Verification with 
PROLOG 11951Temnoral Logic 
Based Machine Intelligence in “Qsar: Automatic Cal- 
culation of Molecular Pr [146] 
Based on a Natural Deduction System [256]Logic Pro- 
gramming 
Based on a Natural Deduction System [606]A Pro- 
gramming Language 
Based on a Natural Deduction System [607]A Pro- 
gramming Language 
Based on Artificial Intelligence Methods [209]A Discrete 
Simulation System 
Based on ATN and PROLOG [605]Sova-an Integrated 
Question-answering System 
Based on Concurrent Programming [201]PROLOG 
Interpreter 
INDEX 
Based on Concurrent Programming [202]PROLOG Basis of Programming by Assertion and Query [SlO]The 
Interpreter Logical 
Based on Concurrent Programming [203]PROLOG 
Interpreter 
Based on Logic [399]An Experimental Relational Data 
Basis [207]System Simulation on PROLOG 
Begin to Emerge from Decades of Research [370]_ 
Intelligence Commerciai Products 
Beginning Micro-PROLOG [167] 
Behavior of Logic Programs [64]Analysis of Depen- 
dencies to Improve the 
Base System 
Based on Mathematical Loeic T-PROLOG 12151A 
Modelling Tool 
L 1 
Based on Natural Deduction (Corrected Copy) 
[ZhO]Evaluation of Logic Programs 
Based on Natural Deduction [259]Evaluation of Logic 
Programs 
Based on Predicate Logic: a Survey of the Formalism 
and its Implementatiq [631] 
Based on Program Transformation and Automatic 
Generation of the Input-out- [566] 
Based on the Data Flow Mechanism [288]PROLOG 
Machine 
Based One Extended Dempster & Shafer’s Theory for 
Problems of Uncertainty_ [287] 
Based Production System [582]A PROLOG 
Based Software Development Method [587]LDM-a 
Logic 
Based Upon Equivalence of Descriptions [30l]_rep- 
resentation/programming Language 
Based Upon Mathematical Logic [374]_s Using Pro- 
gramming Language PROLOG-PROLOG 
Based Upon Unification Which Unities (Much Of) LISP, 
PROLOG, and Act 1 [304]_age 
Based Upon Unification Which Unifies (Much Of) LISP, 
PROLOG, and Act 1 [305]_age 
Based Upon Unification Which Unifies (Much Of) LISP, 
PROLOG, and Act 1 [307] age 
Bases “‘a La Carte” [189]Rela%onal Data 
Bases “ ‘a La Carte” [472]Relational Data 
Bases of the System Sphinx [294]Medical Decision Aid: 
Logic 
Bases Using QBE [696]Security and Integrity in Logic 
Data 
Bases vs Deductive Data Bases [218]Logical Data 
Bases [142]Towards Constructive Data 
Bases [143]Logical Design of Deductive Natural Lan- 
guage Consultable Data 
Bases [218]Logical Data Bases vs Deductive Data 
Bases [220]Impacts of Logic on Data 
Bases 12241Loeic and Data 
Bases [225jAn_Overview and Introduction to Logic and 
Data 
Bases [322]Deductive Question-answering on Relational 
Data 
Bases [443]Integrity Checking in Deductive Data 
Bases [502]0n Closed World Data 
Bases [654]Deductive Information Retrieval on Virtual 
Relational Data 
Bases [84]Deduce 2: Further Investigations of Deduction 
in Relational Data 
Bases, Expert Systems, and PROLOG [667]Data 
Basic Architecture of Fifth Generation Computer 
Systems [600]_ase Machine as the 
Basic Constructs of the SIM Operating Svstem 12641 
Basic Constructs of the SIM Operating System i265j 
Basis and Evaluation Strategy for Integrating Functional 
and Logic Progra_ [579] 
Benchmark Program Biased Towards PROLOG 
[642]Avltree Insertion: a 
Benchmarking (Draft Copy) [695]PROLOG 
Benefit [242]_isting of a PROLOG Program Describing 
Entitlement to Supplementary 
Beyond PROLOG: Software Specification by Grammar 
[6991 
Biased Towards PROLOG [642]Avltree Insertion: a 
Benchmark Program 
Biased, and Self-balencing Merge Operators: Their 
Specification and Implem_ [543] 
Biased, and Self-balencing Merge Operators: Their 
Specification and Implem_ [554] _ 
Binding Constructs [4]Unification-based Conditional 
Biophysical Resource Evaluation [475]An Introspective 
Expert System for 
Bomb [396]Interpretation of the “Japanese Knowledge” 
Boolean Satistiability [324] 
Both Yes and No Answers [666]PROLOG/exl, an 
Inference Engine Which Exulains 
Bottom-up Parse; Based on Predicate Logic: a Survey of 
the Formalism and _ [631] 
Bottom-up Parser Embedded in PROLOG [379]BUP: a 
Bottom-up Parsing in PROLOG [572]Deterministic and 
Brandeis University [637]PROLOG Course at 
Breed Uses Tranputers for Parallel Processing [568]New 
Computer 
Brief Survey) [437]PROLOG/KR: the Language Fea- 
tures (a 
Broadcast Network [693]Executing Distributed 
PROLOG Programs on a 
BS2000 T-PROLOG Simulation System [212]User’s 
Guide to 
Build a Supercomputer [372]The Race to 
Builders in Logic Programming [451]Developing Expert 
Systems 
Building in Regression Analysis [145]A Logic-based 
Expert System for Model 
Building Libraries in PROLOG [184] 
Builds a Pillar of the Fifth Generation [290]Japan 
Bulletin [660]LPG 
BUP: a Bottom-up Parser Embedded in PROLOG [379] 
Caad [583]Prescriptive to Descriptive Programming a 
Way Ahead for 
CAD Problem in PROLOG [457]A Solution of a 
CAD Programs [318]_omplexity Measure for Control of 
Design Errors in Logic-based 
CAD 11551A Knowledee-based Exnert Svstem for 
Automatic Analysis in 
_ i 
Calculation of Molecular Properties and Automatic 
Interpretation of Quant_ [146] 
Calculus for Deriving Programs [92]Predicate Logic: a 
Calculus [254]A Natural Programming 
Calculus-language KS as a Query Language [153]The 
Predicate 
Call by Name Semantics of a Clause Language with 
Functions [32]The 
Can Programming be Liberated from the Von Neumann 
Style? a Functional Sty]_ [19] 
Carte” [189]Relational Data Bases “a La 
Carte” [472]Relational Data Bases “a La 
Case Study in Computer Utilisation of Knowledge 
[643]Chess End-game Advice: a 
Chaining Problem Solver 14121A Forward 
Challenge for Knowledge Information Processing Sys- 
tems [423] 
Challenge to the World [18l]_ration Artificial Intel- 
ligence and Japan’s Computer 
Chart Parsing in Concurrent PROLOG [270] 
Checking in Deductive Data Bases 14431Intearitv 
Chemical Information Handling ‘and Drug . Design 
[144]Logic Programming in 
Chess End-game Advice: a Case Study in Computer 
Utilisation of Knowledge [643] 
Ciencia E Technologia [478]_a Para Interrogacao Em 
Portugues Das Priorida Des Em 
Circuit Synthesis Using PROLOG [632]Logic 
Circuits [174]_pplication of Meta-language Program- 
ming to Fault Finding in Logic 
Class of Equational Theories [268]Umversal Unification 
anda 
Clause Grammars for Language Analysis-a Survey of 
the Formalism and a C 14631 
Clause Indexing in Deductive Database Systems 
[362]Implementing 
Clause Language with Functions [32]The Call by Name 
Semantics of a 
Clause Logic Programs [66]Intelligent Backtracking for 
an Interpreter of Horn 
Clause Programming [356]Controlling Backtrack in Horn 
Clause Programs-Implementation [484]_ent Back- 
tracking and Sidetracking in Horn 
Clause Programs-Implementation [487]_ent Back- 
tracking and Sidetracking in Horn 
Clause Programs-the Theory [488]_lligent Backtracking 
and Sidetracking in Horn 
Clause Programs for Recursive Functions [531]Hom 
Clause Programs Suggested by Recursive Functions 
[532]Hom 
Clause Translation Grammars [l]Defmite 
Clause-like Logic for Specifying Concurrency [406]A 
Horn 
Clauses as a Production System [357]The Denotational 
Semantics of Horn 
Clauses via Superimposed Code Words and Field 
Encoded Words 17031 ndexine PROLOG 
Clauses with Infinite Tk;ms [l%]On the Fixed-point 
Semantics of Horn 
Closed World Data Bases [502]0n 
Co-operative Data Base Management System [441]To- 
wards a 
Co-routining in Logic Programming [474]The Semantics 
of Parallelism and 
Code Analysis (Scan) [698]Semantic 
Code Analysis [697)Semantic 
Code Words and Field Encoded Words 17031 ndexine. 
PROLOG Clauses via Superimposed _ .- - 
Cognition 12381Deductive Modeline of Human 
Cognition [‘239]Deductive Mode& of Human 
Cognitive Architecture of Computer Vision [387]A 
Collection of Papers on Logic Programming [590] 
Combinator Programs [269]Average Size of iumer’s 
Translation to 
Combinatorial Search Problems by Intelligent 
Backtracking 1621Solvina 
Combinatorial- ‘Search Problems by Intelligent 
Backtracking [65]Solving 
Combining PROLOG with a Data Driven Mechanism 
[7011-G + Data Flow: Arguments for 
Comments on PROLOG [30] 
Comments [162]The Pragmatic of PROLOG: Some 
Commercial Products Begin to Emerge from Decades of 
Research [370]_Intelligence 
Commercial Reality of FGCS [135]Getting there: the 
Communicating Processes in First Order Logic 
[34]Applicative 
Communication in Concurrent PROLOG [592]Inter- 
process 
Communication in Concurrent PROLOG [593]Inter- 
process 
Compared to LISP [237]PROLOG 
Compared to LISP [691]PROLOG-the Language and 
its Implementation 
Compared with LISP? [448]PROLOG 
Comparison of Several PROLOG Systems [420]The 
Comparison of the Logic Programming Language 
PROLOG with Two-level Gramma_[367] 
Comparison with Augmented Transition Networks (4631 
_urvey of the Formalism and a 
Compilation of Annotated Logic Programs [234]Towards 
the 
Compilation of Patterns [166]From Abstract Model to 
Efficient 
Compiler Due for Microcomputers [671]PROLOG 
Compiler Writing [683]Logic Programming and 
Compiler [300]_0 be Given to Itself Together with the 
PROLOG to Produce a PROLOG 
Compiler 1431A Portable PROLOG 
Compiling Predicate Logic Programs [686]Implementing 
PROLOG- 
Compiling Predicate Logic Programs [687]Implementing 
PROLOG- 
Compiling PROLOG Programs on Demand Driven Ar- 
chitectures [35]0n 
Complement to PROLOG [653]A Proposal for an 
Imperative 
Complete are Knowledge Representation Systems? 
[161]How 
Comnleteness Notions for the “Neaation as Failure” 
Rule in Logic Programmi [40] - 
Comoleteness of the Neeation as Failure Rule 12891 
Complexity Measure fo; Control of Design Errors in 
Logic-based CAD Progra_[318] 
Complexity of Logic Programs [360]A Note on 
Computational 
Complexity of Logic Programs [548]Altemation and the 
Computational 
INDEX 105 
Complexity of Unification [705]0n the Parallel 
Computational 
Computation and Deductive Information Retrieval [648] 
Computation and the Proof in Logic [452]The Relation 
Between 
Computation Interpreter [465]A PROLOG Demand 
Driven 
Computation Mechanisms [709]PROLOG and Data-flow 
Computation Principle-an Alternative Method of 
Adapting Resolution for L_[18] 
Comnutation 12951The Scone of Symbolic 
Computational and Deductive Information Retrieval 
[6511 
Computational Complexity of Logic Programs [360]A 
Note on 
Computational Complexity of Logic Programs 
[548]Altemation and the 
Computational Complexity of Unification [705]0n the 
Parallel 
Computational Formalism [97]Predicate Logic as a 
Computational Models [286] Order: its Implications to 
Programming Languages-and 
Computer-Social Needs and its Impact [319]_is 
Required of the Fifth Generation 
Computer Architecture-Research and Development 
Plan for-Comnuter Arch 16201 
Computer Architecture Analysis [615]Fifth Generation 
Computer Architecture Analysis [617]Fifth Generation 
Computer Architecture in the Fifth Generation Com- 
puter Project [62O]_Plan for- 
Computer Architecture [613]The New Generation of 
Computer Architecture [619]Functional Programming 
and 
Computer Architecture [624]Toward a New Generation 
Comnuter Architecture I81Fifth Generation 
Computer Breed Uses Tranputers for Parallel Processing 
[568]New 
Computer Challenge to the World [18l]_ration Artificial 
Intelligence and Japan’s 
Computer Language in Schools [169]Teaching Logic 
as a 
Computer Language [183]PROLOG a Step Toward the 
Ultimate 
Computer Language [345]Logic as a 
Computer Language [348]Logic as a 
Computer Languages of the Future [12]_TH, APL, LISP, 
MODULA-2, Smalltalk PROLOG 
Computer Languages [164]Superfast Unit Exploits 
Fifth-generation 
Computer Modelling of Mathematical Reasoning 
[69]The 
Computer Prgect-a Trip Report [547]Japan’s Fifth 
Generation 
Computer Project [62O]_Plan for-Computer Architec- 
ture in the Fifth Generation 
Computer System Project [422]0verview to the Fifth 
Generation 
Computer System ProJect [614]Japan’s Fifth Generation 
Computer System [325]Culture Creation and a New 
Generation 
Computer Systems [180]Innovation in Symbol Manipu- 
lation in the Fifth Generation 
Computer Systems [282]_and Development Themes and 
Plans of the Fifth Generation 
Computer Systems [283]_ne of Research and 
Development Plans for Fifth Generation 
Computer Systems [353]PROLOG and Relational 
Databases for Fifth Generation 
Computer Systems [424]Fifth Generation 
Computer Systems [6OO]_ase Machine as the Basic Ar- 
chitecture of Fifth Generation 
Computer Systems [618]Japan’s Fifth-generation 
Computer Utilisation of Knowledge [643]Chess End- 
game Advice: a Case Study in 
Computer Vision [387]A Cognitive Architecture of 
Computer [317]Implementing a Very High Language on 
a Very Low Cost 
Computer [‘JlO]Logic Programming and a Dedicated 
High-performance Personal 
Computer [87]_ained PROLOG-as a Preliminary 
Kemal Language for 5th Generation 
Computer-based Synthesis of Logic Programs [171] 
Computers [604]Artificial Intelligence and 
Computers [86]ESP as a Preliminary Kemal Language 
of Fifth Generation 
Computing Algorithms and Proving Properties by 
Computing Terms [454] 
Computing Terms [454]Computing Algorithms and 
Proving Properties by 
Computing with Sequences [417] 
Computing [29l]Japan Moves to Dominate ‘Fifth- 
generation’ 
Computing [36]_ing Contours of Integration: an Appli- 
cation of PROLOG in Symbolic 
Computing: Developments, Issues and Concerns 
[179]Worldwide Fifth Generation 
Concepts for PROLOG [585]Module 
Conceptual Basis and Evaluation Strategy for Integrating 
Functional and L_[579] 
Conceptual Structures Information Processing in Mind 
and Machine [569] 
Concerns 11791Worldwide Fifth Generation Computing: 
Developments, Issues and 
_ - 
Concurrencv 11501A First Order Semantics of a 
Connec&e’Sui;able to Express 
Concurrency [406]A Horn Clause-like Logic for 
Specifying 
Concurrent Algorithm [275]Log,ic Representation of a 
Concurrent Execution of Logic [44] 
Concurrent Logic Programming [273] 
Concurrent Programming in Logic [408]A New Proposal 
for 
Concurrent Programming Language [447]Description of 
the PROLOG Interpreter by a 
Concurrent Programming [201]PROLOG Interpreter 
Based on 
Concurrent Programming [202]PROLOG Interpreter 
Based on 
Concurrent Programming [203]PROLOG Interpreter 
Based on 
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